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Crossection of 3D model of Ingatorp tithe barn.
 The arrow points at old ”Knee” that helps to

 hold the rotten tie beam in place. 



In the ring the connection with rotten timber and the small knee is situated.
Photo before restoration. 





Close up of the  tie beam and the knee.  
We thought a new bigger knee would be the least invasive way of giving  

the tiebeam knew strength 
 





The rotten wall plate shown horizontal from the outside. Fragments of the tie beam and rafter 
can also be seen.





We decided to keep the original inside surface of the wall plate.

Not all of the rot could be removed in order to save the original surface of the inside.  



Some rot left in th hammer beams core, but enough sound material to stop the removal of rot.



To take away the rotten wood

both traditional chisels and 


modern chainsaws were used.

On this photo the wall plate have


 been repaired.



The tie beam is very 

hollowed out and 

weakened by rot.





The fix bit has to be adjusted many times 

in order to fit. It is mostly the naked eyes that


 can be used to decide where to adjust 

the fix bit.







On top of the fix bit, for the tie beam, the fix bit to be for the rafter is placed. The fix bit was 
prepared with medieval techniques and was, as the other timbers for the tie beam and the wall 

plate, seasoned for some years.  





The arrow points at a tool mark, made by an auger, that is important for  the understanding  of 
the building process. 







Mostly wooden dowels and hand forged nails were used during the restoration. But the fix bit 
of the tie beam was secured with 10 inch long modern construction screws. 



The fix bit of the rafter was secured with hand forged nails. the medieval roof boards also got 
new additional nails. Further the modern tile roof was removed to take away load on the 

construction. The roof got light weight wooden shingles again.



The small knee was replaced with a big one that was bolted in the wall. 


